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The Trans Mix in action during Denmark's most extensive hotel
renovation
The Hotel D'Angleterre in the centre of Copenhagen reopened its doors in the middle of 2013,
after being closed for almost two years following a complete renovation.
More than 90 rooms were refurbished to the highest quality standards. With planned rebuilding
costs of more than € 150 million, the hotel restoration project is the most expensive in
Denmark.

The ambitious aim to complete the works within two years was also challenging for the tradesmen and
planners involved.
One of the most complex tasks was laying the new floor. The site management chose the company
Lodbyg to do this. With its advantages suited to this particular construction site, Trans Mix technology
was able to impress all decision-makers.
The construction site was located in a compact area of the city, which meant there was little room to
set up or manoeuvre the machines. In some cases, it was necessary to work from newly designed
sites. Thanks to its small platform, the Trans Mix was the perfect choice. Torben Hansen, the driver of
the tractor unit, even brought the required materials to the construction site in the Trans Mix – no
additional delivery vehicles were required. And once the works were complete, the construction site
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was cleaned and tidied up.
The Trans Mix was also responsible for the floor insulation and levelling with the RiBA Plan
polystyrene system. 4,000 m2 of floor was refurbished. The Trans Mix is supplied with blowing-in
equipment for polystyrene. It was reloaded at the construction site and it was possible to work almost
continuously. It was as though the RiBa-plan material had been made specially for the Hotel
D'Angleterre construction site. Good insulating and levelling properties, as well as quick processing,
were important criteria.
Owner Leif Hansen demonstrated that he has a good nose for buying when he chose the Trans Mix.
This machine helped him in his task of renovating the Hotel D'Angleterre and made it possible to
handle the construction project quickly.
Large delivery ranges and quantities, small space requirements and a clean procedure clearly
demonstrate the capabilities of the Trans Mix.

